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Best Books’ Reviews
ISLAM WITH OUT EXTREMES
By Mustafa Akyol

“At a time when Muslims‟ own understanding and
interpretations of Islamic faith and practice have never
mattered more, Mustafa Akyol presents a powerful and
cogent case on the sources of liberalism and democracy
that exist within the faith. In this highly readable and
valuable book, Akyol cites major events, movements, and
ideas in Islam little know to non-Muslims-and even to many
Muslims-who just assume that the authoritarian and
inflexible interpretations of Islam are the „real Islam.‟ Akyol
passionately argues why this isn‟t so and raises great hopes for the future
evolution of liberal and democratic thought and practice within Muslim
society.”
GRAHAM FULLER, author of A world without Islam

MANTO: On and About MANTO
Translated by Mujahid Eshai

Mujahid Eshai has done well to translate into English, a
selection from Saadat Hassan Manto‟s non-fictional work
and from essays written about him by his friends and
contemporaries. The book comes at an opportune time, as
a substantial corpus of Manto‟s plays, fictional and
non-fictional has already been published and the
translator‟s contribution follows the centenary celebrations
of Manto, presenting a befitting testament to the
timelessness of his narrative finding great appeal and acceptance with a
much wider readership today than perhaps ever before.

BENAZIR BHUTTO:

Dress Code

It has been observed that dress
of some of the library members
needs a definite
attention /
improvement. We all will agree
that shabby looking dress gives a
poor impression about the
personality. It is requested that
all members will ensure that they
should be properly dressed up
while visiting the library. Wearing
of following dress should be
avoided:
LOWER OF TRACK SUITE
HALF PANTS/ CAPRIs
CHAPPALS

A Multidimensional portrait

Check-in Check-out

Anna Suvorova

Members are requested to
check-in on entering the main
library even before visiting the
cafeteria. It is mandatory to
check-out and take away all
personal belongings including
personal books etc left in the
library will be confiscated. Please
adhere to the instructions for the
purpose of security and smooth
functioning of the library.
Happy Reading!

The present book is devoted to the life and work of
Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto (1953-2007). The
present book makes an all-around study of this
phenomenon of international politics, which has deep
historical and cultural roots. Bhutto became the first female
head of government in a Muslim state. She has been
recognized the world over as a fearless fighter against
dictatorship and extremism and a staunch supporter of peaceful dialogue
between Islam and the West. The charismatic personality and tragic fate of
Benazir Bhutto, who was assassinated by terrorists, are described against
the backdrop of the story of her family and contemporary political and social
life in Pakistan and in close conjunction with the lives of other well-known

A History of Pakistan
By Roger D. Long

Language Classes

This volume sees the history of Pakistan as the product of a
variety of historical forces. Pakistan inherits the main sites
of the Indus civilization and Taxila, place of enormous
importance for world history and civilization, for the study of
mankind, and one of the great cities of the Mughal Empire,
Lahore. It is the product of its South Asian location and
incorporates the varieties of Islam developed in India, as
well as the cultural heritage of the subcontinent ranging from music,
literature, and time, it is a country conditioned by influences from the Middle
East and buffeted by global forces and globalization.

DCL is organizing number of
foreign
language
courses
e.g.
Arabic,
French
and
Chinese. It is now became a
socio-linguistic and cultural hub
where large number of people
from all walks of life participating
in these courses and gets
certified.
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DHA Central
Dear Members!
Assalam-o-Alaykum
DHA Central Library is a significant
component of DHA arena. It is highly
acknowledged and well reputed
public library of metropolis which
has stocked with large collection of
books
and
excellent
reading
atmosphere.
DCL was established in 1991; it has
more than 75000 books and
subscribes to 38 national &
International newspapers / periodicals. Cyber café, Computerized
Book inventory, separate Children
Library, Auditorium with Dolby
Digital Surround Sound System,
Centrally Air-conditioned reading
halls are providing quiet and finest
ambiance to the book lovers.

Library

AWARD OF ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFICATE
DHA Central Library (DCL) is a new
generation of public library which provides
modern and state-of-the-art library and
allied facilities to its members. It is the most
sought after library of Karachi which is
thronged by students, researchers and avid
readers all the time. DCL has recently been
awarded ISO 9001:2008 certificate for
providing complete library services in a
conducive
reading
and
learning
environment.

Visit of Administrator DHA
Administrator DHA Brig Zubair
Ahmed visited DHA Central
Library (DCL) on 29th June
2015 to review the progress on
ongoing massive development
and renovation works in the
library.
The
Administrator
directed the concerned officials
and the contractors to get
done the development works
promptly without any delay to make DCL an icon of Defence Housing
Authority.

Major Renovation Work
On the directive of Administrator DHA Brig Zubair Ahmed, the DCL is
being renovated by undertaken massive development and repairing
works at entire Library complex. After completion, the DCL will give an
elegant and graceful well-designed looking institution where members
can enjoy their learning in a most comfortable milieu.
DHA Central Library Sunset Boulevard Phase-II, DHA, Karachi-75500. Ph:021-35888859, www.dclkarachi.com
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New Look of DCL Website
DHA CENTRAL LIBRARY
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS

DCL website www.dclkarachi.com has been newly designed and upgraded.

DHA Central Library celebrated its 22nd Anniversary in 20-22 Feb 2014.
The library management organized a series of events. The events
included Books Exhibition, Literary Seminar, Naat Competition and
Mehfil-e-Mushaira programme.

Affiliation With World
Renowned Libraries
DCL has affiliations with world
renowned e-Libraries and its
members can access to a wide
range
of
disciplines,
quality
journals, e-book databases and
variety of articles online. Some
online libraries e-linked with DCL
are:
 Cambridge

Summer Camp 2014 Brings
Learning Through Fun
During the summer vacations Jun-Jul

(CUP)
 Ebrary
 INFORMS

University

(Institute

for

Press

Operations

Research and the Management Sciences)

2014, Summer Camp for kids has been

 McGraw-Hills Engineering

organized. A number of educational cum

 McGraw-Hills Science

recreational activities like swimming,
educational field trips, entertainment
shows, storytelling session, arts & crafts

LITERARY SEMINAR

MEHFIL-E-MUSHAIRA

Three-day Books Exhibition was
held from 20 to 22 Feb 2014.
Administrator DHA inaugurated the
exhibition and highlighted the
importance of reading and
usefulness of Libraries. He admired
the efforts of DCL in promotion of
reading habits in the society.

A Literary Seminar was organized
at the DCL auditorium. Renowned
scholars including Dr. Pirzada
Qasim Raza Siddiqui & Mr. Javed
Jabbar gave Intellectually stimulating and thought provoking talk on
the subject. The chief guest
Dr. Abdul Wahab delivered a very
enlightening and informative
address on this event.

A Mushaira was held at DHA
Central library Auditorium on
occasion of DCL Anniversary,
where leading poets of Karachi
participated.
Mr.
Mahmood
Shaam, a renowned poet and
writer was the Chief Guest of the
occasion and described it a
memorable event.

 SPRINGERLINK
 TYLOR & FRANCIS Journals
 Chicago Journals
 WILEY-BLACKWELL Journals

and computer training etc have attract

 World Bank e-library

the kids during the session.

 IMF e-library

New Arrival Books
Procurement of Books in the DCL is a regular feature to keep the library updated.
The books of demand by the Library Members, Officers of DHA as well as Civilian
& Military Officers etc, are procured through a Books Selection Committee meeting
which is frequently held in DCL under the guidance of DHA Education Directorate.
588 books have been procured between Jan till Jun 2015. 108 books have also
been donated by generous supporters of library. List of newly purchased books is
available with Duty Librarian and also available on www.dclkarachi.com. Our
worthy members are requested to take part in the selection by writing details of
their favorite books in the „Book Demand Register‟ which is available with Duty
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BOOK EXHIBITION

Auditorium & Conference Room
DCL has beautifully designed, well furnished and elegantly decorated Auditorium
and Conference Room. DCL Auditorium is now renamed as Capt Waseem ud
din Razi Shaheed Auditorium. These facilities are air-conditioned, backed up by
standby power generator and public address system. These facilities are now
also being upgrading upto the mark of excellence and with modish interiors.

Visit of Institutions
Student and teachers of various institutions of metropolis visited DHA Central
Library Complex. The Teachers and students observed that it was unique
experience for them as they were properly briefed and conducted. We hope that
this precedence will be continued to welcome other schools/colleges that wish
to organize their visits in future.

Chinese Corner

Librarian/Receptionist which can be included in next Books Selection Committee

A Chinese corner has been established in the library where interested members can find

meeting.

material contains cultural, historical and lingual information of the neighbor country.
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